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Jeff Greenblatt on unlocking the key to intra-day cycles
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interpretations as there are people in the room. Are we at the top of a
I follow the Nasdaq Emini market in three time periods (see figure
third or fifth wave? Is it a triangle or complex flat correction? Has there
1). I have one-, five- and 15-minute charts at all times and keep a
been a truncation?
running total of the five- and 15-minute bars from pivot to pivot. The
These issues are confusing for swing traders as well as investors.
one-minute trends take care of themselves.
For the intra-day trader, these issues are even more daunting simply
Typically, when a new trend commences, on a five-minute scale
because the time period is smaller and the action is faster. Decisions
it will hit a high point in the 21st, 29th or 34th bar. There will be a
must be made quickly. Too much thinking means not pulling the
retracement of five, eight or 13 bars before the start of the next upward
trigger or, worse, getting filled with a poor risk/reward ratio.
wave. For instance, a pattern may top on 21 bars, retrace 13 bars for
Previously I introduced the Lucas series, which is similar to the
34 and start up again on the 35th bar. Often it will top on the 61 bar time
Fibonacci sequence. Its important numbers are 7, 11, 18, 29, 47, 76,
window (60-62), then retrace 18 (Lucas) bars. At that point it is 78-79
123, 199, 322, and so on. The significance of the Lucas series is that
bars (Fibonacci derivative) off the low, where it will take off again.
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Depending upon market conditions and size of the pattern, many
on the 21st bar. The most important aspect of this example is that
intra-day cycles will reverse on either the 161st, 233rd or 261st bar of
the entire pullback completes in 29 bars, which also clusters with
the pattern. For instance, the final October leg of the sell-off in the NQ
the 62nd bar off the initial low. This is a complete 62-bar cycle. If the
completed in 234 (Fibonacci 233+1) 15-minute bars.
overall trend is up, a common occurrence will be a low to low cycle
In a 15-minute time period a trend might commence with an 11 bar
corresponding to an important Fibonacci relationship such as the 60move and retrace for seven bars (see figure 2). Adding these two
62 bar cycle. What is not shown is that the next day price action takes
Lucas numbers together yields another Lucas bar at 18, which is 54
out resistance at 1688.
five-minute bars. It is in this 55 five-minute time period that pullbacks
The final example shows how a typical one-minute chart works on
and tests of support or resistance will end and the larger degree trend
any given day in the Nasdaq Emini. Elliotticians call this pattern an
will continue.
ABC correction off a low. Regardless of price, the first leg proceeds
Market precision is such that turns will frequently occur when the
to trace out moves of 18 and 13 minutes, which sandwich a small
five- and 15-minute bars line up.
pullback of 13 minutes. A small B
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What is the best way to trade
The triangle completed upon the
these patterns? Depending upon
Fed announcement and proceeded to spike 15 points in the next 30
your risk aversion level you can either wait for a cluster in two time
minutes, or just two bars.
periods to pull the trigger on the highest possible risk/reward ratio, or
This example demonstrates that following the time sequence
wait for confirmation by a large candle. For instance, in the smaller
eliminates much of the subjectivity that comes, not only with Elliott,
time period, the completion of the B wave in the one-minute example
but also with other dynamic cycle methods. Was this pattern a triangle
(11, 18, 21 minutes) clustered with the 11 five-minute bar correction.
or a complex sideways flat? Does it really matter? What matters is the
In the five-minute example the completion of the entire pattern ended
pattern completed on the correct number of bars (47). All we need is
on a 29-bar wave, which corresponded to a 62-bar low to low cycle in
pattern recognition. It does look like a triangle. I’ve discovered that
the larger picture. The next move up was very profitable.
many patterns that look like triangles will fail in the latter stages, but
These three examples should help to untangle the mystery of intrathe ones that confirm will always end in the correct number bar.
day charts. These are not random occurrences. I’ve observed thousands
For instance, we recently had a confirmed triangle in GOOG. From
of hours of intra-day action, not only on the Emini charts but also for
the 25 November high at 431, this stock traced out a 78-hour triangle
gold, bonds, US Dollar, Forex, crude oil and stocks. The method works
that completed at 412 on 12 December. The 79th hour saw a large
universally and complements traditional technical indicators.
white candle, which was the breakout of a move that topped at 446.
In summary, financial markets have their own language, which
I’m sure it is not a coincidence that that leg topped at 446 on the 29th
is easy to learn. Regardless of time period, any trader or analyst
(Lucas) hourly bar out of the breakout from the triangle.
can learn to get an edge on the competition by anticipating when
Figure 3 shows a couple of excellent examples of how typical intraconditions are ripe for a turn. And a trader can save money and
day charts work on the Nasdaq Emini contract.
needless frustration by knowing when a turn is not likely to occur.
The first example shows a complete cycle on a five-minute basis.
“The man who knows time cycles can predict the future, protect his
From the initial low we have a first wave and pullback which breaks
opportunity to start to study mathematical, scientific rules for making
out to the upside on the 7th bar. The move then spans the next 11
accurate deductions to determine the trend of stocks, business and
bars and completes on the 17th bar. The 18th bar already begins the
commodities,” stated Gann in April, 1954.
pullback. The pullback is short and the 21st bar brings another break
Jeff Greenblatt is the editor of The Fibonacci Forecaster, an email
to the upside. This move ultimately tops in 34 bars.
forecasting service which covers the major indices as well as gold,
A retracement ensues and a bear move works exactly the same
bonds, currencies and crude. He can be reached at Fibonacciman@
way. The first low is on the 13th bar. There is a secondary high on
aol.com
the 16th bar off the high, which, more importantly, finally breaks down
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